: is shown that any A-group that is generated by elements of prime order and satisfying the cyclical subnormal sparation condition is metabelian. The two other main results give necessary and sufficient conditions for A-groups, :-at are split extensions of certain abelian p-groups by a metabelian pi-group, to satisfy the cyclic a1 subnormal separation condition. There is also a result which shows that A-groups with elementary abelian Sylow subgroups are :icl~cally separated.
INTRODUCTION
A-group G is called a CS, group if for any given Cyclic subgroup B 5 G and a subgroup A of B, there exists a r~bnormal subgroup N of G such that N r l B = A. This is the cyclical subnormal separation condition.
The class 9f finite CS, groups was introduced in Makarfi (1991) and it was shown that this class contails the :ass of finite CS groups introduced in (Hardley, et al, 1982) . Also in Makarfi (1997) certain results about A-groups ,+ere br~ught up. The discussions in Makarfi (1997) were clearly motivated by the appearance of the class of CS, -3ups. This paper is another step in the direction of the concluding remarks on Makarfi (1997).
C,
Three main results are presented in Section 3. The general aim is an effort t~ get hold of #ose A-groups that are In CS,.
We also come across this result, Lemma (3.3) which concerns CS groups. We find it appropriate to bring' it -?re because the CS-paper introduced in (Hardley, et al, 1982) was the motivating factor for the appearance of the 3, groups. There was the general feeling that A-groups may be CS.groups. Lemma (3.3) gave one positive result. 2,: as it turns out we have an example of an A-group which is even a CS, group but not a CS-youn.
Section 2 deals-with general resutts that are of interest to us including an example of a non-metabelian A--o u p in CS,. In fact as. it has been pointed out in the ccncluding remarks, a slight modification, of this example gives 2-example of an A-group in CS, which is not a CS group.
PRELIMINARIES 1
Theorem A established that any A-group in CS, which is generated by elements of prime order m.cst be -2tzSelian. We begin our discussions with an example to show, first, that there are non-metabelian A-groups in CS, 2-3 secondly that the hypothesis, in the theorem, of tile generating elements to be of prime order is necessary We -Ye that metabelian groups had already been shown to belong to the class of CS, groups [(3.5) of Makarfi, 79911 ; 2
Example: Supposekthat p,q andt r are three distinct primes and (x) is a cyclic group of order r 2 Let k be.
:-e order of q mod r, i.e. rlq -1 and r t q -1 for t < k. Then the fieldhn-=-Ihk contains a primitive I.!~ root of unity say
So that M can be considered as an (x)-module as follows:
--en mxr = 8'm = m, so that xr acts trivially on M. Now form the semidirect product M(x) and let {1,2,, ..., P = 1). If n = r we have seen that CL (xr) = 1. If n ;t r then yr = xnr and
Hence by theorem A of (Makarfi, 1991) , G is a CSn.grobp. The following special case gives an idea of what G looks like.
Let r = 2,q = 3 and k = 1 then M I (m) and (x) are cyclic of orders 3 and 4 respectively. Also, -H = H = (m) x (x2) has order 6. .Let p = 7 and take dim IF,W = 1 so W is cyclic of order 7. Then
is a non-metabelian A-group in CS, . In fact G is an A-group of nilpotent length three.
The above example shows that in theorem A below, if the generating elements are not of prime order, the resu'! is not necessarily trua.
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The next-result will be neededin the proof of theorem B. , e .
2.3
Definition: A group is said to be monolithic if it has a unique minimal normal subgroup. The unique minimal normal subgroup is called the monolith of the group. Lemma 2.3 Let G be a monolithic group in CS, with monolith W which IS a p-group. Then G has a p-subgroup P and a p'-subgroup H such that and the Fitting subgroup F(H) of H contains all the elements of H of prime order.
Proof By 4(iv) (Makarfi, 1991), ,G splits over its Fitting subgroup which was shown to be a homocyclic p-group for some prime p. In fact G was shown to be a split extension of a p-group by a pi-subgroup. So we may assume that where P is a p-group and H a p-group. It then remains to show that the Fitting subgroup of H contains aii the elements of H of prime order. Naw let
since F(G) = P by section 4 of (Makarfi, 1997). Thus F2(G) = PHI, wnere HI = F(H) and the result follows.
Lemma 2.4 Let G be a monolithic group with monolith M and let k be a field of characteristic q and suppose that q t lt~!I, then there exists an irreducible kG-module faithful for G. 
then K a G since K = CG (X). .Also M #.K by (' ) SO K = ; 1 since M is the monolith of G. Thus X is faithful.
Theorem 2.5 Suppose that G .= V3G2 is a monolithic group with monolith V3 which is an elementary abelian q-group, where G2 = V2G1 is also monolithic with monolith V2, an elementary abelian p-group and G1 = (x) is cyclic of order r, sLch that q, p, rare distinct primes. Then Cv3(x) # 0 i.e. x has a non-trivial centralizer in V3.
Proof: We first note that Lemma (2.4) assures the existence of such a group. Now Cv3 (x) # 0 if and only if x has an eigenvalue 1 on V3. Let k > I F, , be a splitting field for G = V3G2 and consider Since the characteristic polynomial of x on V3 is the same as that of x on r , it is enough t q show that x has eigenvalue 1 on T .
But is completely reducible as a kG2-module, since (JG21;p) = 1 SO we may suppose that where the Fi, 1 5 i 5 t are the irreducible submodules each faithful for G2. To see that G2 is faithful on the 's, for each ~E G look at the acjion of the Galois group k/lF, on X(g) the matrix of g. If we assume that g operates trivially on -any [ then it operates trivially on V3 since the Galois group operates 'transitively on { ,, . . . , c' ,). But then this implies that g = 1 since G2 is faithful on V3.
We next use Clifford's theorem, -see for instance, [(3.4 .1) of Gorenstein, 19801. Let U = v and suppose that S is the inertia group of U1 in G2 where U, is an irreducible kV2-submodule of U. Since S is a subgroup o) G2 containing V2, S = V2 or S = G2. If S = G2 then all the..irreduaible kV2-submodules of U are isomorphic and so Now U1 is ldimensional since Vzis abelian. So U1 = kul for some 0 # -w e U1. If y E V2 then uly = &ul where A, E k'
i.e. the matrix of the action of y on U is of the form
So it commutes with that of every elements of G2. AS U is a faithful G2-module this means that y is in the centre pf G2 i.e. V2 1. Z (G2). But this contradicts the fact that G1 acts nontrivially on V2. SO we must have S = V2 and this implies that U is isomorphic to the G2-module induced from U1 i.e.
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and if 0 + u, E U, then and u is fixed by x. Hence Cv3(x) + 0.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we prove the 3 main results in this paper. We start with the first result.
3.1.
Theorem A: Let G be an A-group in CS, such that G is generated by elements of prime order, then G is metabelian.
Before we go to the proof we bring two immediate consequences of this theorem. Note that if G is an A-group whose Sylow subgroups are elementary abelian then G is generated by elements of prime order, because of this we have the * following.
-
3.2
Corollary. If G is an A-group in CS, with elementary abelian Sylow subgroups then G is metabelian.
The above Corollary leads us to the following lemma which concerns CS-groups (Hartley, e l al. 1982 ).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that G is an A-group in CS, with elementary abelian Sylow subgroups, then G is a CSgroup.
Proof: This is a direct consequence of the above corollary and the fact that metabelian groups are CS-groups, see for instance (Poland, 1981) .
We now go to the proof of the theorem. We know that the elass of A-groups is S-and Q-closed, see (Taunt, 1949) Also by [(2.10) (~akarfi, 1991)], 'a minimum counter example can be assumed to be monolithic. Now the monolith, say W, is elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. The Fitting subgroup F = F(G) is also an abelian pgroup, in fact F is homocyclic, see [Section 4 of Makarfi, 19971 . The next thing is to note that we can also assume that W = F otherwise GI W IS metabelian by the minimality of our counter example. So the.second Fitting &bgrQup, F2(G/W) = GMI. Now by [(5.13) of Gorenstein, 19801. w 5 F' = +(F)
where 4(F) is the Frattini subgroup of F. So we have
by [(6.1. 3) of Bechtell, 19711 , thus
is abelian and hence G is metabelian.
So we can consider W = F as a faithful irreducible G = GMI-module. Now suppose that
and note that F2(G) < G since G is not metabelian. Therefore and since G is generated by elements of prime order we can choose x to be of prime order, say r. Let F2(G) = F2 and -F, = F2/F then GIF, acts faithfully on F2 and the Sylow subgroups of F, are normal in GIF. So for some prime q t r there exists a q-subgroup Nof F2 which is x-invariant.
Let 1 = MIF for some M 5 F 2 Then M is x-invariant and x leaves invariant some Sylow q-subgroup of M.
Thus we can find an x-invariant q-subgroup N of M minimal subject to [N. x] t 1. By the minimality of N and co-prime action we must have [i, v] 
3.4
Theorem B: Suppose that G = W H* an A-group which is a. semidirect product of an elementary abelian pgroup W with a metabelian p'-group H. Suppose also that the action of H on W is faithful and irreducible and H' i s elementary abelian. Then G is a CS, group if and only if every element of H of prime order is in H1 = F(H) the Faing subgroup of H.
Proof:
We first assume that G E CSn and show that H1 contains all the elements of H of prime order. But the hypothesis of the theorem implies that Lemma (2.3) is applicable and we see that H1 contains all the elements of h of prime order. Conversely, we assume that every element of H of prime order is in H1 and show that G is a CS, group.
Let 1 # h EH be of order qa for some prime q and integer a 2 1. By theorem A of (Makarfi, 1991) it is enough to show that since we know that H being metabelian is in.^^,. We can assume that a > 1 for otherwise h E H1 and (h) = (h) and the, result follows by co-prime action. 
3.6
Theorem C: Suppose that G = W His an A-group where W is a minimal normal p-subgroup of G for some so we must have C , (h) = 1 and hence h acts fixed point freely on W. This completes the proof.
GONCLUDING REMARKS
We have seen that A-group with elementary abelian Sylow subgroup in CS, are necessarily CS-gm.ups since 'they are metabelian as (3.3) shows. This raises the question whether all A-groups in CS, are also CS groups. Unfortunately, the answer to this question is negative. This is because Lemma 6 of Hartley, et at, 1982 implies that for the group in theorem C to be a CS-group every non-trivial element of H must necessarily act fixed point freely on W.
As a matter of fact, if one replaces L with some irreducible M(x)-submodule K in Example (2.2) above one gets an example of an A-group in CS, which is not a CS-group. Since the action of H on K is not fixed .point free, W which is contained in K is fixed by many elements of H.
We have generally tried to get hold of all those A-groups in CS,. So far the results we have in theorems B and C deal with only A-groups of nilpotent length three, i.e. an extension of an abelian group by a metabelidn group. With these results we should next try to see if we can get a reasonable description of these nilpotent length three Agroups in CS,.
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